Introduction:

Seasonal patterns are some of the most powerful and least understood forces in financial markets. Some of the very best and most successful traders in the world use seasonal and cycles patterns to choose their best trades. Traders have won trading championships by using simple seasonal models with over 900% returns in some cases.

The markets are controlled by the collective human emotion which operates within its controlled environment. Outside forces that effect humans therefore, affects the markets. Weather changes and the seasonal changes can mean markets change for better or worse. Experienced traders know that different market conditions call for different approaches to trading. If a trader is aware of the swings in market behavior from season to season they can position themselves to take advantage of it.

Benefits:

With the power of Seasonal Sweet Spots, you can eliminate Stock, Future or Forex selection guesswork. Filter over 10,000 symbols and find the best opportunities available to you now. Know when your favorite stock or commodity has its best seasonal runs every year. As one of the most powerful filtering methods invented, it gives you seasonal statistics with the ability to sort on things like max drawdown or average daily net. Put probabilities in your favor with 30 years of accurate historical data. Just as the Dogs of the Dow were discovered with seasonality, you can know consistent bias in the markets before committing precious capital. Break down every trade and do comparisons with multiple reports at one time. Now you can be on the correct side of the trend and know far in advance of the seasonal probabilities. Take control of your trading plan now, and get more consistent winning results.
Included in this Library:

Seasonal Form Filters
Some of the items you can filter by include:

- **Direction** - Long positions or Short positions
- **Report Date Range** - The dates that the filter looks at, From (beginning date) To (end date)
- **# Trading days Held** - Trades that are held for as few days as or as many days as, such as 5 to 15 days.
- **# Trades (Years)** – Being seasonal the number of trades in this case is equal to the number of years to filter. 5 trades = 5 years
- **Win Percentage(%)** – The percentage of trades that are wins.
- **Avg. Daily Net Min(%)** – The average of the percent a price moves up or down from the previous day over the life of the trade.
- **Risk/Reward** – The relationship between the amount of return gained for a trade and the amount of risk undertaken.
- **Max Drawdown(%)** – The percentage the account decreased by until it moved above the point in which it started to decrease
Click on the Seasonal Sweet Spot icon:

This will bring up the Seasonal Filters form.

You can choose a filter from the list to run.
Or you can set up a filter under the Filter Settings. Once you have the filter set up the way you want it, click the Run button.

You can change the date by typing it in or by clicking on the calendar icon next to the date and using the calendar to select the date by clicking on the desired date.
You can narrow your search to a single symbol by selecting Single Symbol and typing in the symbol.

The results are displayed at the bottom of the page. You can sort results by clicking on the header for that column.
Click on the magnifying glass icon next to a result to see more detailed results.

You can enter a Filter Name and then click the Save button to save a filter.